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The Ultimate Cruiser 144
The Ultimate Cruiser 144 proves good things come in 
small packages. It’s the perfect everyday driver. The  
shorter wheelbase fits into most parking spaces, making 
maneuverability a breeze. It’s so comfortable, luxurious 
and easy-to-drive, you’re going to look forward to your 
daily commute. 



•Seats up to 8

•4 Captain Chairs

•Swivel Seats

•High-end Tech &  
  Audio

•Spacious Luggage  
  Area

•Fold Down  
  Couches/Bed

•32” 4K UHD Smart  
  TV w/ Apple TV

•HD LED TV in Door

•WiFi (Wireless  
  Internet)

•Fits into a normal  
  parking spot

  & Much More!

Key Features



One-of-a-Kind Floor Plan

Swivel & Slide 2nd Row 
Captain’s Chairs

Lighted Grab Handles

Removable Table Mount 
(optional)

Driver/Passenger Deluxe 
Seating Recover

Composite Wood-Grain  
Flooring

Custom Couches
Can fold into bed

Fully Functional 
Bathroom
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The Ultimate Cruiser 144’s floor plan is available exclusively through Ultimate Toys. Shown with Bathroom.

Here are just a few of the exclusive features that set the Ultimate Cruiser 144 in a class of it’s own.



Largest Bathroom  
in the Industry 
Finding a luxury van that offers a bathroom can be 
difficult. Even when you find one, it’s usually small 
and cramped. That’s why The Ultimate Cruiser 
144’s exclusive floor plan has been engineered to 
offer you extra space. It’s the largest bathroom in 
the industry! 

Ultimate Toys provides a full 35” of space  
versus the industry standard of 29” - 31”



Upgrade Your Daily Driver
The Ultimate Cruiser 144 will revolutionize your daily drive. The beautifully-tailored interior includes  
handcrafted woodwork, demonstrating why we’re known as the “Best-in-Class.” Relax in the captain chairs 
– you can choose to have the front chairs swivel. Take a break on either of the two sofas, or convert them 
into a large bed. You can surf the web using wireless internet, or enjoy your favorite TV shows, movies, 
sports or video games on the two flat-screen TVs. There is even a refrigerator, so be sure to have plenty  
of refreshments on hand.



Get in touch.
Our helpful sales staff is here to 
help. Call us today.

Live Your Best Life. 
Whether you’re looking to snuggle with your 
grandkids, make a splash at the beach or share 
an evening of laughs with your best friends, 
each Ultimate Toys vehicle is designed with 
your comfort in mind. So sit back, relax and 
enjoy life’s special moments. We’ll take care of 
getting you there.



8 distinct models, thousands of uses. Ultimate Toys Luxury Vans and Towables are the pinnacle of style, luxury,  
versatility, and utility. Come see why, above all others, we are considered "Best-in-Class."

Live your best life.

Luxury Vans

Ultimate Cruiser 144Ultimate Limo

Ultimate Coach

Ultimate RV

Ultimate Traveler Ultimate Rover

“Woody”

“Classic”

Towables
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FREE Nationwide delivery. Up to 20 years financing available.


